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Abstract: In current digital era the devices are comes to execute more than one process at a time and are able to 

transmit multiple flows simultaneously. Thus an efficient process scheduling algorithm is required. Typically, 

process scheduling algorithm is a technique by which threads, processes or data flows are given access to system 

resources e.g. processor time and/or communications bandwidth. Since the age of multitasking system 

requirement a number of approaches have been presents by lot of researchers but still on handed approaches are 

fails to outperform within different working environment. This paper illustrates a variety of scheduling algorithms 

with the associated issues which may be helpful for the researchers and for others to understand such processing 

techniques in details. 
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I. Introduction 

In present digital era, regular growth in use of digital devices has increases data traffic in a day by day manner. On 

the other hand Modern Operating Systems are moving towards multitasking environments which mainly depends 

on the process scheduling. Typically, Scheduling is nothing but the arrangement of processes in a ready queue. On 

the other hand it is a key concept in computer multitasking that refers to the way in which processes are assigned 

to run on the available CPUs. A process is simply program on execution and there are five states in which a process 

stay. Following figure has illustrated the basic states of a process. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Process State Diagram 

As a process executes it change state, such as 

 New: - The process is being created. 

 Ready: - The process is waiting to be assigned to a CPU. 

 Running: - Instruction are being executed. 

 Waiting: - The process is waiting for some event to occur. 

 Termination: - Process has finished execution. 

These states help to Operating System in determining which process is allocated to CPU with the help of scheduling 

algorithms. The algorithms concern with CPU schedulers is known as CPU Scheduling algorithms. As CPU is one 

of the primary computer resources, so it’s scheduling is essential to an operating system’s design [1]. Efficient 

resource utilization is achieved by sharing system resources amongst multiple users and system processes [2]. 

Optimum resource sharing depends on the efficient scheduling of competing users and system processes for the 

processor, which renders process scheduling an important aspect of a multiprogramming operating system.  

 

II. Goals of Process Scheduling Algorithms 

The main goals of scheduling algorithms can be illustrates as. 

 CPU Utilization: - Keep the CPU busy with useful work as possible for maximum performance. 
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 Throughput: - Enhance number of complete jobs. 

 Turnaround Time: - Reduce Waiting Time. The amount of time to execute a particular process. It must have 

minimum value. 

 Waiting time: – The amount of time a process has been waiting in the ready queue. It must have minimum. 

From the time of submission to the time of completion, minimize the time batch users must wait for output. 

 Response Time: - Time from submission till the first response is produced, minimize response time for 

interactive users. The amount of time it takes from when a request was submitted until the first response is 

produced, not output (for time-sharing environment). It must have minimum value. 

 Fairness: Make sure each process gets a fair share of the CPU. 

  

III. Process Scheduling Algorithms 

Scheduling algorithms deals with the problem of deciding which of the processes in the ready queue is to be 

allocated the CPU. There are many different CPU scheduling algorithms. Figure 2 point up some of the popular 

scheduling algorithms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Scheduling Algorithms 

 

A. First-Come First-Serve Scheduling (FCFS) 

By far the simplest CPU-scheduling algorithm is the first-come, first-served (FCFS) scheduling algorithm. With 

this scheme, the process that requests the CPU first is allocated the CPU first. The implementation of the FCFS 

policy is easily managed with FIFO queue. When a process enters the ready queue , its PCB is linked onto the tail 

of the queue. When the CPU is free, it is allocated to the process at the head of the queue. The running process is 

then removed from the queue.  However, the concepts and working procedure of such scheduling algorithm is 

simple and easy to understand but this technique associates a number of limitations [3, 4] as 

 

 The average waiting time under the FCFS policy is often quite long. 

 The FCFS scheduling algorithm is non-pre-emptive. Once the CPU has been allocated to a process, that 

process keeps the CPU until it releases the CPU, either by terminating or by requesting the I/O. The 

FCFS algorithm is thus particularly troublesome for time-sharing systems, where it is important that each 

user get a share of the CPU at regular intervals. It would be disastrous to allow one process to keep the 

CPU for an extended period. 

 Scheduling technique has poor performance, longer waiting time and low throughout. 

B. Shortest-Job-First Scheduling (SJF) 

A different approach to CPU scheduling is the shortest-job-first (SJF) scheduling algorithm. This algorithm may 

be implemented as either a preemptive or non-preemptive algorithms. When the execution of a process that is 

currently running is interrupted in order to give the CPU to a new process with a shorter next CPU burst, it is called 

a preemptive SJF. On the other hand, the non-preemptive.SJF will allow the currently running process to finish its 

CPU burst before a new process is allocated to the CPU. This algorithm associates with each process the length of 

the process’s next CPU burst. When the CPU is available, it is assigned to the process that has the smallest next 

CPU burst. If the next CPU bursts of two processes are the same, FCFS scheduling is used to break the tie. However, 

this scheduling technique reduces the average waiting time by process the little jobs before it take the prominent 

ones but much of the time do the same process as FCFS methodology, therefore have face same limitation of 

existing methodologies [5].  

C. Priority Scheduling 

In this algorithm, priority is associated with each process and on the basis of that priority CPU is allocated to the 

processes. Higher priority processes are executed first and lower priority processes are executed at the end. The 

low priority is interrupted when the high priority processes are arrived. If multiple processes having the same 

priorities are ready to execute, control of CPU is assigned to these processes on the basis of FCFS. Priority 

Scheduling can be preemptive and nonpreemptive in nature. In preemptive priority scheduling the algorithm 

preempt the CPU if the priority of the newly arrived process is higher than the priority of the currently running 

process. A non-preemptive priority scheduling algorithm will simply put the new process at the head of the ready 
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queue. A major problem with priority scheduling algorithms is indefinite blocking, or starvation. A process that is 

ready to run but waiting for the CPU can be considered blocked. A priority scheduling algorithm can leave some 

low- priority processes waiting indefinitely. In a heavily loaded computer system, a steady stream of higher-priority 

processes can prevent a low-priority process from ever getting the CPU. Generally, one of two things will happen. 

Either the process will eventually be run, or the computer system will eventually crash and lose all unfinished low- 

priority processes. In [6, 7] a priority scheduling algorithm are describes, the process are schedule based on their 

antecedence rate and allocate to processor equating with the subsisting programming algorithm based on its duration 

and resource employment. 

D. Round Robin (RR) Scheduling 

The round-robin (RR) scheduling algorithm is designed especially for timesharing systems. It is similar to FCFS 

scheduling, but preemption is added to switch between processes. A small unit of time, called a time quantum or 

time slice, is defined. A time quantum is generally from 10 to 100 milliseconds [8, 9]. The ready queue is treated 

as a circular queue. The CPU scheduler goes around the ready queue, allocating the CPU to each process for a time 

interval of up to 1 time quantum. To implement RR scheduling, we keep the ready queue as a FIFO queue of 

processes. New processes are added to the tail of the ready queue. The CPU scheduler picks the first process from 

the ready queue, sets a timer to interrupt after 1 time quantum, and dispatches the process [10, 11]. The performance 

of the RR algorithm depends heavily on the size of the time quantum. At one extreme, if the time quantum is 

extremely large, the RR policy is the same as the FCFS policy. If the time quantum is extremely small (say, 1 

millisecond), the RR approach is called processor sharing and creates the appearance that each of n processes has 

its own processor running at 1/n the speed of the real processor. 

E. Multilevel Queue Scheduling 

A multilevel queue scheduling algorithm partitions the ready queue in several separate queues processes are 

permanently assigned to one another, based on some property of the process, such as Memory size, Process priority 

and Process type. Algorithm chooses the process from the occupied queue that has the highest priority, and run that 

process either Preemptive or Non-preemptively. Each queue has its own scheduling algorithm or policy. Note that 

under this algorithm jobs cannot switch from queue to queue - Once they are assigned a queue, that is their queue 

until they finish. 

F. Multilevel Feedback Queue Scheduling 

Multilevel feedback queue scheduling is similar to the ordinary multilevel queue scheduling described above, 

except jobs may be moved from one queue to another for a variety of reasons: 

 If the characteristics of a job change between CPU-intensive and I/O intensive, then it may be appropriate 

to switch a job from one queue to another. 

 Aging can also be incorporated, so that a job that has waited for a long time can get bumped up into a 

higher priority queue for a while. 

Multilevel feedback queue scheduling is the most flexible, because it can be tuned for any situation. But it is also 

the most complex to implement because of all the adjustable parameters. Some of the parameters which define 

one of these systems include: 

 The number of queues. 

 The scheduling algorithm for each queue. 

 The methods used to upgrade or demote processes from one queue to another. ( Which may be different. 

) 

 The method used to determine which queue a process enters initially.  

 

IV. Related Work 

There are various researches going around the globe on enhancing the overall performance of scheduling 

algorithms. The author of [12] proposes a fuzzy approach to find the perfect time slice for the strategies. They have 

offered the consequences the usage of distinctive simulations.  The novelists of [13] advise an average based method 

to discover the time slice, combining the traditional shortest task first and round Robin algorithms. The authors of 

[14] proposes a brand new approach the usage of most and minimal burst time of the set of strategies in the ready 

queue and calculating a modified time slice.  The authors of [15] talks approximately calculating the time slice the 

usage of median and highest burst time after which executing the processes as in keeping with the brand new 

calculated time slice. In [16] an author has focus to assure fairness and avoid process starvation for CPU. Different 

CPU scheduling algorithm have different properties and may favour one class of process over another numerous 

performance measures have been suggested for comparing CPU scheduling algorithms. In [17], smoothed 

competitive analysis is applied to multilevel feedback algorithm. Smoothed analysis is basically mixture of average 

case and worst case analysis to explain the success of algorithms. This paper analyses the performance of multilevel 

feedback scheduling in terms of the time complexity. Any performance enhancing approach can use this approach 

for performance analysis in terms of the time complexity. In 18], Semantic cognitive scheduling method is 

presented. A scheduler that obeys the semantics cognitive scheduling paradigm takes into account the semantic 

progress of the processes in order to produce a schedule which will imply the maximal semantic progress in 
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executing the tasks of the system. Here authors introduced a framework, define the general problem, provide a 

lower bound for the optimal algorithm in terms of time complexity and present dynamic and greedy competitive 

algorithms for the case of bounded state. Various ways investigated to use additional process dependency 

information in the form of process dependency graph. The process dependency graph is used to achieve effective 

scheduling. In [19], authors has undergoes severe problems directly related to quantum size. In this paper, authors 

propose a new algorithm, called AN, based on a new approach called dynamic time quantum, the idea of this 

approach is to make the operating systems adjusts the time quantum according to the burst time of the set of waiting 

processes in the ready queue. In [20] a Recurrent Neural Network has been used to optimize the number of queues 

and quantum of each queue of MLFQ scheduler to decrease response time of processes and increase the 

performance of scheduling. In this paper the proposed neural network takes inputs of the quantum of queues and 

average response time. After getting the required inputs, it takes the responsibility of finding relation between the 

specified quantum changes with an average response time. It can find the quantum of a specific queue with the help 

of optimized quantum of lower queues. Thus, this network fixed changes and specify new quantum, which overall 

optimize the scheduling time. In [21], a new improved scheduling algorithm technique based on Fuzzy Logic has 

been proposed. The proposed algorithm has been implemented and compared with the existing FCFS and Round 

Robin. Here Fuzzy Logic has been used to decide a value for time quantum that is neither too large nor too small 

such that every process has reasonable response time and the throughput of the system is not decreased due to 

unnecessary context switches. In [22] another group of authors has proposed a new variant of MLFQ algorithm, in 

which time slice is assigned to each queue for MLFQ scheduling such that it changes with each round of execution 

dynamically and neural network is used to adjust this time slice again to optimize turnaround time. The overall 

performance of algorithm is to be observed to be improved by , MLFQ using dynamic time quantum and neural 

network over MLFQ using static time slice for each queue. In [23]a new approach has improve the performance of 

RR with integer programming to refine in arrival time analysis in process scheduling with proceedings of all the 

requirement CPU processes. Every process has reasonable response and arrival time analysis in allocation of 

scheduling in process allocation. A method the usage of integer programming has been proposed to resolve 

equations that determine Changeable Time Quantum (CTQ) value that is neither too massive nor too small such 

that each system has reasonable response time and the throughput of the system is not decreased because of 

unnecessarily context switches. 

 

V. Issues With Accessible Scheduling Algorithms  

However scheduling algorithms improve CPU efficiency and has used to allocate resources among competing 

processes but each and every scheduling algorithm have its own limitations and cannot be apply in each and every 

real time application. Some of the main issues that are associated with the existing scheduling algorithms can be 

illustrate as 

 In FCFS scheduling technique the process with less execution time suffer with huge waiting time. Throughput 

is not emphasized. 

 In SJF technique longer jobs starve in a situation whenever there are more number of shorter jobs are presents 

in ready queue. In such technique it is like to be impossible to predict the amount of CPU time a job has left 

 In Priority scheduling technique If high priority processes use up a lot of CPU time, lower priority processes 

may starve and be postponed indefinitely. • The situation where a process never gets scheduled to run is called 

starvation. • Another problem with priority scheduling is deciding which process gets which priority level 

assigned to it. 

 In Round Robin methodology setting the quantum too short, increases the overhead and lowers the CPU 

efficiency, but setting it too long may cause poor response to short processes. Apart of this the average waiting 

time of this technique can be bad. 

 

VI. Conclusions 

This paper illustrates a number of scheduling algorithms. Apart of presenting the working overview of different 

scheduling technique this paper also present a little investigation about the works that have been done in direction 

to improve the inadequacies of existing scheduling methods. Apart of simple investigation it is shown that however, 

some of the scheduling algorithms are beneficial to be used but there is not a single scheduling algorithm which 

can solve problem of various types of quality services. Because selection of job scheduling algorithms depends on 

personal reference and on problem need to be solved. 
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